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Clearing trolley
AMM-12-7-3

Technical data

Maximum dimension:    1,122 × 620 mm shelf dimensions

Capacity:     3 Borde, davon 1 ausziehbar

     (Wanne)

Surface load per shelf:    85 kg/m²

Height of the three-sided aprons:  250 mm

Dimensions of pull-out shelf (pan):  1,060 × 564 × 40 mm

Surface load of pull-out shelf (pan)   60 kg/m²

Payload:      155 kg/342 lbs

Castors:      4 swivel castors, 2 with lock,   125

Main construction:     Open

Weight:     58.28 kg

Width:      1202 mm

Depth:      695 mm

Height:     1080 mm

Similar to illustration, technical modifications
reserved. Without decoration.

Multi-purpose clearing trolley, for clearing and transporting used 
cutlery and crockery, with special pull-out pan for glasses.

Trolley made entirely of high-quality stainless steel, self-supporting 
design. Square tube frame with welded shelves with safety border 
and sound-insulating lining on the underside. Shelves with welded, 
3-sided stainless steel apron. As standard, each shelf is additionally 
equipped with reinforcement struts on the underside, consisting 
of one diagonal and two longitudinal struts that are fully welded to 
each other. Between the shelves, a removable stainless steel pan
is inserted on telescopic full-extension runners made of stainless 
steel. Pan suitable for placing glasses, equipped with a front handle 
bar and a swivelling transport securing device. Push bars 
integrated on both sides into the tube frame ensure good 
manoeuvrability. 4 polyethylene disc bumpers serve as bumpers 
and protect trolley on all sides as well as building-side walls from 
being damaged. Trolley runs on 4 swivel casters of which 2 with 
total locks, ø 4.9'' (125 mm), with pin fastening.

The Hupfer MultiMobile clearing trolley is a welded model delivered 
ready for use, and features an extendable and removable tray 
mounted on fully extendable telescopic guides for clearing glasses, 
and well as particularly high side panels as a transport guard for 
the upper and lower storage shelf.

All information / dimensions are approximate, technical changes reserved. © Hupfer


